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This study dealt with the administrative units of
Atlanta University, especially its division into schools
and departments as it relates to allocating student finan¬
cial aid. A knowledge of the existing units with their
variations and inconsistencies provides a groundwork for
a more rational approach for the organization of these units.
An ineffective communication system and the lack
of financial resources were contributing factors that ad¬
versely affected the effectiveness and efficiency of the
financial aid program.
Research, interviews, and personal observations
were the analytical tools employed in this study. Recom¬
mendations include the implementation of a staff develop¬
ment program to counter the apparent randomness of proce¬
dures in financial aid practices.
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I. Introduction
Purpose of the Study.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the Financial
Aid Application Procedure at Atlanta University and identify
pertinent problems that affect the efficiency of the program.
The main objective is to outline strategies for the improve¬
ment of the program.
Atlanta University must be cognizant of the importance
of and the necessity of providing financial aid, scholarships,
and loans to both able and needy students since financial
assistance is given to approximately 91 percent of the total
student body.^
To have high admission standards does not guarantee
an existence of quality graduate study body. The standards
will eliminate the applicant with unsatisfactory academic
backgrounds and aptitudes, but it will not necessarily at¬
tract the better students. A good quality student body can
be of immeasurable help to a department.
If one compares the scholarships and fellowships at
Atlanta University with those offered by other graduate
^Atlanta University, The Atlanta University Steering
Committee Report, 1972, p. 73.
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institutions, it is quite evident that this institution does
not compete with other graduate schools, regarding financial
assistance. In order to attract superior students in satis¬
factory numbers Atlanta University must match the offers
these students receive from other graduate and professional
schools.
Atlanta University must take very positive steps in
coordinating, administering, and obtaining funds for its
financial aid program. Many instances can be cited in which
there have been various misunderstandings on the part of
applicants and administrators regarding aid.
Problem and Setting.
The Financial Aid Office at Atlanta University was
organized in the latter part of the 1960s under the super¬
vision of Malcolm Dean.2 it exists to counsel and to assist
primarily needy graduate and professional students in the
financing of their education.^
The general responsibilities of the Office of Student
Financial Aid are: (1) to administer, coordinate and super¬
vise the scholarships and student aid program, disseminate
application forms to prospective students, process all appli¬
cations and send them to the appropriate offices; (2) publicize
^Interview with Laurie Johnson, Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia, June 29, 1978.
^Atlanta University, The Atlanta University Bulletin,
Series III, 1978, p. 47.
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the financial aid program; (3) appraise all appropriate ad¬
ministrative and faculty personnel of the status and final
disposition of applications for scholarship and student aid;
(4) and keep complete records of every aspect of this vital
part of the University program.^
The writer was employed by the Office of Student
Financial Aid at Atlanta University for one year and four
months as a Financial Aid Assistant. The writer's duties
were to interview and counsel students regarding their fi-
nancesr university financial aid procedures, etc., verify
application data, compute and adjust aid correspondence with
prospective and current students, log in all incoming appli¬
cations, send the applications to their appropriate offices,
and maintain records and files.
As a result of interacting with the Office of Student
Financial Aid, problem areas focusing on the processing of
applications and awarding aid have been identified. The
problems may be enumerated as follows: the lack of (1) ade¬
quate personnel, (2) adequate space, (3) adequate resources,
(4) adequate channels of communication among the various ad¬
ministrative and academic offices of the University, and (5)
overall coordination of the financial aid program.
The completion of this study and proposed recommenda¬
tions for resolving the problems should be beneficial to
Atlanta University.
^Atlanta University, The Graduate and Professional
Schools, October 1967, p. 3.
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Methodology.
Both primary and secondary data were used. As indi¬
cated before, the writer was employed by the Office of Student
Financial Aid at Atlanta University for one year and four
months as a Financial Aid Assistant and as a result of this
experience the primary research method used was that of parti¬
cipant observer.
Another primary research technique was the use of
interviews. Several administrative and academic officers
provided information relevant to the success of this study.
Administrative officers, naming only a few because of con¬
straints of time and space, included: Velma Moultrie, Former
Financial Aid Director for Atlanta University; Gwendolyn
Jones, Acting Director for Atlanta University; Herman Reese,
Financial Aid Director for Emory University; Dean Dalton,
Financial Aid Director for Georgia State University.
In addition, through the use of published materials
on financial aid procedures and other relevant literature,
proposed recommendations for resolving the problems are pre¬
sented. Among the most prevalent journals used were: Chron¬
icle: of Higher Education; College and University, and the
Journal of Student Financial Aid.
The limitations of the study are primarily due to the
research technique selected. The research technique selected
was the use of the interview. Problems associated with this
technique include the validity of verbal responses and the
researcher's interpretation of these responses. All interviews
were done on a face-to-face basis. This permits the investigator
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to be sure that respondents interpret questions properly. It
also permits the investigator to check more readily the reli¬
ability of information.
The second limitation was the administrative change
that took place during the eighth month of the study. Velma
Moultrie, Financial Aid Director for Atlanta University, was
succeeded by Gwendolyn Jones, presently the Acting Financial
Aid Director for Atlanta University.
Procedures.
In this study financial aid programs at three insti¬
tutions were identified and described. The three institutions
were Atlanta University, Emory University, and Georgia State
University, This was done in an effort to build a sufficient
research/information base from which strategies to improve
deficiencies in Atlanta University's financial aid program
could be developed. In order to complete this project, the
following activities were executed.
Activity 1: Identify the financial aid program and
the financial aid procedures at Atlanta,
Emory, and Georgia State Universities,
Activity 2: Identify the personnel associated with
the financial aid program for graduate
students at Atlanta, Emory, and Georgia
State Universities.
Develop a guide which will facilitate the









in the three institutions concerning the
financial aid application procedures for
graduate students.
Contact the financial aid directors and
deans by telephone to determine an inter¬
view date.
Interview the financial aid directors
and deans; record the responses.
Review and analyze the comments of the
directors and deans.
Identify major similarities and differ¬
ences of the financial aid application
procedures among the three institutions.
Review and analyze the information to
determine problems encountered and ad¬
vantages derived from the programs as
they exist at each institution.
Use a comparative analysis as a tool for
recommending strategies to improve Atlanta




The history of Atlanta University began immediately
after the end of the Civil War with classes held in a church
and a railroad boxcar.^ The classes were held for the child¬
ren of slaves. These classes said, in effect, that there had
been a purpose to all the suffering caused by the war, that
the situation of the slaves was not hopeless, and that they
would be led to the highest expression of their humanity.
In 1865, the first educational program was instituted,
and two years later, in 1867, the University received a char¬
ter. The University first began its work with students
whose academic standing was below college level. Its first
normal class was graduated in 1873, and its first college
class in 1876.
On April 1, 1929, an agreement was arranged for a new
university plan. The plan was affiliated among Atlanta Uni¬
versity, Morehouse College, and Spelman College. The graduate
and professional work was to be conducted by Atlanta University,




and the college work to be done by Morehouse College and Spel-
man College. On September 25, 1929, Atlanta University opened
its first year on the new plan offering several undergraduate
and graduate courses. In 1930, all undergraduate courses
were discontinued. All the resources of the institution are
now devoted to graduate work.
The affiliation of 1929 evolved into the Atlanta Uni¬
versity Center. This alliance in 1942 was joined by Morris
Brown College, then Clark College, and finally the Interde¬
nominational Theological Center. The Atlanta University
Center is the second oldest consortium of its kind in the
United States and constitutes the largest center of black
private higher education in the world,®
Schools of the University.
Atlanta University is composed of five schools: Arts
and Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Library
Service, and Social Work.
School of Arts and Sciences:
The School of Arts and Sciences offers its students
curricula designed to give a liberal education. The major
objectives of the school are to train scholars for positions
of leadership and to initiate and promote research.
^Atlanta University, The Atlanta University Center
Bulletin, n.d., p, 2.
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School of Business Administration:
The purposes of the School are to provide a high quality
program of professional education for men and women who wish
to achieve responsible positions in private and public organ¬
izations.
School of Education:
The School of Education is a professional school pre¬
paring leaders with competency in various educational roles.
School of Library Service:
The program of the School of Library Service is de¬
signed to prepare professional librarians.
School of Social Work:
Atlanta University School of Social Work was established
to provide professional education primarily for blacks, to ob¬
tain a knowledge base, and develop skills to serve the disad¬
vantaged .
Financial Aid Program.
The first section explicitly describes the types of
financial aid administered by the Office of Student Financial
Aid and contains data about the eligibility procedures. The
second section describes aid administered by the various
schools comprising Atlanta University. Finally, the inter¬
relationship of how the Office of Student Financial Aid and
the schools work together in the allocation of this aid is
10
presented. The concluding remarks cite the problems associ¬
ated with the program.
The Office of Student Financial Aid. - The Office of
Student Financial Aid exists to counsel and to assist primar¬
ily needy graduate and professional students in the financing
of their education. The office administers loans and employ¬
ment. The College Work Study and National Direct Student
Loan are the two federally funded programs primarily adminis¬
tered.^
The National Direct Student Loan Program was estab¬
lished on February 1, 1959 pursuant to Title II of the National
Defense Education Act of 1958 enacted as Public Law 85-864,
as amended. It was inaugurated in Federal Fiscal Year 1959,
with an appropriation of $31,000,000.® This low interest
(3%) loan is made directly to needy students by the univer¬
sity. If a student qualifies he may borrow up to $5,000 for
4 years of college or $2,500 for 2 years of college. The
student must repay loans after he graduates or leaves school.
The College Work-Study Program was established in
January 1965 pursuant to Title I, Part C of the Economic Op¬
portunity Act of 1964 enacted as Public Law 88-452, as amended,9
—
^Interview with Gwendolyn Jones, Office of Student
Financial Aid, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, June 29,
1978.
^Office of Education/Bureau of Student Financial As¬
sistance, Student Financial Aid Handbook, 1978, p. 2.
®Ibid.
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The primary purpose of the College Work-Study Program is to
stimulate and promote the part-time employment of students.
The program is designed for students who have the greatest
financial need for these earnings in pursuing post secondary
education. The program is often awarded to students with
other forms of financial assistance. This enables students
with the greatest need to meet their educational expenses
without the necessity of incurring an unduly heavy burden
of indebtedness. The Office of Student Financial Aid deter¬
mines the appropriate award amount for each student offered
employment under the program. In setting this amount, the
office considers the individual student's financial need, num
ber of hours per week that student can work, length of the
academic program or period of employment, and amount of other
assistance available to that student. In no case should the
award in combination with other sources of financial assist¬
ance exceed the student's need.
In order to be eligible to receive funds from the
College Work-Study or National Direct Student Loan programs,
the student must be a United States Citizen or permanent resi
dent, enrolled on at least a half-time basis in an eligible
course of study at an eligible post secondary institution,
and demonstrate financial need according to each program's
criteria.
The staffing of the office consists of one director,
one assistant to the director, and six work-study students,
A Design for a Model College Financial Aid Office (College
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Entrance Examination Board, 1973) suggests the following mini¬
mum level of staffing for institutions which have between 500
and 1000 applications for aid: a full-time director, one full¬
time administrative assistant, two full-time clerical workers,
and four half-time student assistants or equivalent.^® Atlanta
University falls into this category.
Only one application is required per academic year.
Students desiring to be considered for financial assistance
administered by the Office of Student Financial Aid must com¬
plete three forms that must be obtained from this office. The
three forms are: (1) The Atlanta University Financial Aid
Application (Appendix B), (2) the Financial Aid Questionnaire
(Appendix C), and (3) The Financial Aid Form (Appendix A).
The Financial Aid Form is a document used to collect
information for determining the financial need of a student.
This method of determining the financial need of a Student
was developed by the College Scholarship Service. The College
Scholarship Service analyzes the information provided by each
student on the Financial Aid Form and calculates an estimated
contribution of the amount of money the student and the stu¬
dent’s family is able to provide for educational expenses.
The University’s General Financial Aid Application
and Financial Aid Questionnaire should be submitted to the
Office of Student Financial Aid. The Financial Aid Form should
be completed and forwarded to the College Scholarship Service
for evaluzation. The student must designate Atlanta University
^®College Entrance Examination Board, A Design for a
Model College Financial Aid Office, 1973, p. 32,
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as a recipient of the results of this evaluation. (Refer to
Figure 1.)
No financial aid will be awarded until the student is
accepted for admission to Atlanta University. All financial
aid application material must be received by the office by
April 1 of each academic year. All applications received















Mail the completed FAF to
the appropriate CSS office
for evaluation. Designate
Atlanta University as the
recipient of the results.
office of Student
Financial Aid
Fig. 1.—Forms for the Office of Student Financial
Aid, Atlanta University 1978-79
Financial Aid Administered by the Schools. - Atlanta
University is composed of five schools; Arts and Sciences,
Business Administration, Education, Library Service, and
Social Work. Each of these schools offers and administers
various types of financial assistance, such as scholarships,
fellowships, assistantships, grants, and stipends, for students
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seeking masters and/or doctoral degrees. Eligilility is based
on scholastic aptitude and record, character, seriousness of
purpose, and need.
Students desiring to be considered for financial
assistance administered by the various schools within Atlanta
University must complete the Atlanta University Financial Aid
Form and Questionnaire, Some of the schools require their
students to complete forms other than the aforementioned for
departmental consideration.
The Atlanta University Financial Aid Form and Ques¬
tionnaire must be submitted to the Office of Student Finan¬
cial Aid, Other forms required by the various schools within





































Fig. 2—Forms for Financial Aid Administered by Schools,
Atlanta University 1978-79.
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Inter-relationship of the Units. - The Atlanta Univer¬
sity Financial Aid Application is used both by the schools
within Atlanta University and the Office of Student Financial
Aid. All applications must be submitted to the Office of
Student Financial Aid.
The procedure for processing financial aid applications














Records: Applicant's name, prospec¬
tive school, types of aid requested,








each application and indicates on
the application whether the appli¬
cant has or has not been awarded
aid and how much.
Reviews the financial aid applica¬
tions and determines which students
are eligible for financial aid ad¬
ministered by the Office of Student
Financial Aid.
Fig 3—Atlanta University's Financial Aid System
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of Student Financial Aid receives all incoming financial aid
applications. Information is recorded from the applications.
The applications are then mailed directly to the school in
which the applicant plans to enroll. In Phase 2, scholarship
committees in each school determine who will or will not be
awarded aid and how much. In Phase 3, the Office of Student
Financial Aid selects eligible students to participate in the
College Work-Study and National Direct Student Loans Program.
In Phase 1, the Office of Student Financial Aid re¬
cords the applicant's namer the school the applicant plans
to enroll in, the date the application is received, the types
of aid requested, and the academic year the aid is requested.
After this procedure is completed, the applications are
mailed directly to the school in which the applicant plans
to enroll. Transmittal foirms accompany each bundle of applica¬
tions sent to the various schools. The transmittal form lists
the names and social security numbers of those students whose
applications have been logged out of the office.
In Phase 2, applications are mailed out of the Office
of Student Financial Aid and mailed directly to the school in
which the applicant plans to enroll. Each school has its own
procedure for allocation of aid from their school. In most
cases, the applications are mailed directly to the dean's
office in each school. Each school utilizes a scholarship
committee. It is indicated on the financial aid application
whether the applicant has or has not been awarded aid and how
much
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In Phase 3, the applications are mailed back to the
Office of Student Financial Aid. All transmittal forms are
checked for missing applications not returned to the office.
The office determines the appropriate award amount for each
student eligible for the College Work-Study and National
Direct Student Loans Program.
In setting the appropriate award amount, the office
considers the individual student's financial need, length
of the academic program, and amount of other assistance
available to that student. The scholarship committee of
each school has indicated on each application whether the
student has or has not been awarded aid and how much. This
information helps the Office of Student Financial Aid in the
assessment of the student's financial need.
III. Emory University
Historical Background.
Emory University is a private coeducational university
owned by the Methodist Episcopal Church and named in honor of
the late Bishop Dr. John Emory. The institution began as
the Georgia Conference Manual Labor School in 1834, expanded
into Emory College in 1836, and became Emory University in
1914.11
The main campus of Emory University is located 5
miles northeast of the center of Atlanta on a 500 acre tract
in suburban Druid Hills. Emory represents the union of sev¬
eral divisions or units founded independently but merging
with the University in and since 1915.
The oldest unit is the College of Arts and Sciences,
which was founded at Oxford, Georgia in 1836. A charter was
obtained on January 25, 1915, The campus site was chosen and
building began that year.
In 1914, the Candler School of Theology of Emory Uni¬
versity was opened in the Wesley Memorial Building in downtown
Atlanta. It transferred its operation to the University
llfienry Morton Bullock, A History of Emory University,




In 1915, the Atlanta Medical College, itself an in¬
stitution representing consolidation of several Atlanta medi¬
cal schools which dated back to 1854, became the Emory Univer¬
sity School Of Medicine.
In 1919, the Lamar School of Law was founded as a
unit of the university and began its first session. The
School of Business Administration was also established in
1919.13
Other dates in Emory's organizational history in the
past three decades include the following; In 1922, when
Wesley Memorial Hospital and the Wesley Memorial School of
Nursing, both conceived in 1902 and open in 1905, moved from
downtown Atlanta to the new campus. They later became Emory
University Hospital and Emory University School of Nursing.
1925—when the Library School of the Carnegie Library
of Atlanta, founded in 1905, became affiliated with Emory.
Five years later the administration, control, and operation
were transferred to the University campus. On September 1,
1948, the Library School became the graduate Division of
Librarianship of the University.
1929—when Emory at Oxford, offering two years of
college work, was opened. In 1948 Emory at Oxford beccune a
^^^Thomas H. English, Emory University 1915-1965




1944—when the Atlanta-Southern Dental College, a
merger of two colleges dating back to 1887, became the Univer¬
sity’s School of Dentistry.
The Graduate Schools of the University.
A basic aim of Emory University is to achieve excel¬
lence in its departmental and professional programs. Of
necessity and by choice, Emory limits the fields in which it
provides educational service.
The university cannot and does not seek to provide
educational opportunity for all varied interests, and voca¬
tional objectives of the rising generation of young people.
Rather, it selects, as wisely as possible, those who seek and
can profit by the kinds of educational programs which Emory
offers.
Emory University is composed of seven schools: Arts
and Sciences, Business Administration, Dentistry, Law, Medi¬
cine, Nursing, and Theology.
School of Arts and Sciences:
The goals of the School of Arts and Sciences are to
educate students at an advanced level, especially in the
methods of research and scholarship in the respective dis¬
ciplines; and to prepare students for roles of leadership in
society, especially in the areas of college teaching, elemen¬
tary and secondary education, and librarianship.
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School of Business Administration:
The School of Business Administration provides the
student with an understanding of the economic, social and
political environment in which the business firm operates,
and secondly, the curriculum provides the student with an
awareness of the administrative processes.
School of Dentistry:
The School of Dentistry's purpose is the training
and preparation of students who wish to pursue a career in
dentistry. This school prepares the individual to practice
general dentistry or to pursue graduate training in any of
the speciality fields of dentistry and/or dental research.
Emory's purpose is dedicated to instilling the highest ideals
of all phases of dentistry by maintaining a carefully evalu¬
ated and balanced program between: (1) teaching, (2) re¬
search, and (3) service.
School of Law:
The Law School is a professional school; that is, its
overriding objective is the preparation of students to be pro¬
fessionals in law. The essence is a concern with developing
in graduates knowledge about law, legal processes, and legal
institutions.
School of Medicine:
The School of Medicine provides graduate medical
training programs, including internship and residency programs
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of high quality, as well as frequent postgraduate courses
designed for practicing physicians. These graduate programs
serve the dual purpose of helping to provide adequately trained
physicians for the delivery of health care.
School of Nursing:
The School of Nursing is committed to the promotion
of the highest quality of professional nurses. This school
prepares, at the graduate level, nurses for positions of
leadership in clinical nursing, teaching, and beginning
research.
School of Theology:
The Candler School of Theology's primal mission is
to educate students for their new roles as ministers.
Financial Aid Program.
The first section describes the types of financial
aid administered by the Office of Student Financial Aid. The
second section describes aid administered by the various
schools comprising Emory University. Finally, an illustra¬
tion of the relationship between the Office of Student Finan¬
cial Aid and the various schools is provided. The concluding
remarks cite the problems associated with the program.
The Office of Student Financial Aid. - Emory University
has a centralized financial aid office. All funds funnel
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through this office except graduate assistantships and gradu
ate traineeships.
The staffing of the office consists of one assistant
director, one associate director, a total of six full-time
staff members, and five-work-study students. The office
handles approximately 2,000 applications,^^
Financial aid is available to students on the basis
of need or merit. The University believes that financial
assistance is a very important factor in getting top appli¬
cants to come. The financial aid administered by the Office
of Student Financial Aid is numerous scholarships, tuition
grants, loans, and employment.
Only one application is required per academic year.
Students desiring to be considered for financial assistance
administered by the Office of Student Financial Aid must
complete two forms that must be obtained from the office.
The two forms are: (1) The Emory University Financial Aid
Application (Appendix E), and (2) The Financial Aid Form
(Appendix A),
No financial aid will be awarded until the student
is accepted for admission to Emory University. The Univer¬
sity’s General Financial Aid Application should be submitted
to the Office of Student Financial Aid.
^^Interview with Herman Reese, Office of Student
Financial Aid, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, July 17,
1978.
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The Financial Aid Form should be completed and for¬
warded to the College Scholarship Service for evaluation.
The student must designate Emory University as a recipient
of the results of this evaluation. All financial aid appli¬
cation material must be received by the office by April 15 Of
each academic year.
Emory is a very atypical institution in terms of
numbers of students receiving financial aid. While almost
50 percent of students at the average institution receive
financial aid, only 17 to 18 percent of the Emory students
receive assistance.
Most undergraduate financial aid is administered by
the Office of Financial Aid, while graduate and professional
students receive much of their assistance directly from the
individual departments or schools. In this way, each divi¬
sion controls its own funds and reserves the power to make
discretionary awards of varying amounts.
The Office of Financial Aid recently released a re¬
port on the expenses of Emory students receiving financial
aid. The report is based on a survey conducted in the fall
of 1978 by Dr. Gayle T, Pendleton, whose research centered
on responses provided by students concerning their educational
and living expenses while attending Emory.
A 46 question survey was administered. The question¬
naire was sent to 2,000 Emory students receiving financial
^^Julia W. Iloye, "Financial Aid Study Released,"
Campus Report, Volume 31, No. 17, (May 14, 1979), p. 1.
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aid. Nine hundred and four questionnaires were returned.
Forty-seven percent were undergraduates and 52 percent were
graduate students.
The questionnaire asked students to check a range of
sums they were currently receiving in financial aid (scholar¬
ships, grant, loan, or work-study). Four hundred sixty-five
(50 percent) indicated they were receiving $3,001 or more,
which was the highest category on the questionnaire. Five
hundred fifty-five said they worked during the year.^®
Financial Aid Administered by the Schools. - Emory
University is composed of seven schools; Arts and Sciences,
Business Administration, Dentistry, Law, Medicine, Nursing,
and Theology. Each of these schools offers and administers
various types of financial assistance, such as scholarships,
fellowships, assistantships, grants, and stipends, for stu¬
dents seeking masters and doctoral degrees.
Students desiring to be considered for financial
assistance administered by the various schools within Emory
University must contact the specific school. Application
forms and information about awards may be obtained from the
Dean of each Graduate School. Applications for financial
aid should be submitted to the Dean for review.
All graduate student support is contingent upon
registration and upon meeting academic requirements during
the course of study. Student recipients of Graduate School
16 Ibid.
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financial aid who make two incompletes (I) or an F during
the quarter will not receive financial aid from the Graduate
School during the following quarter.
Inter-relationship of the Units. - The Emory Univer¬
sity Financial Aid Application is not used both by the var¬
ious graduate divisionsand the Office of Student Financial
Aid.
Students seeking aid in the form of Graduate and
Research Assistantships should obtain application forms from
the dean of that school. Students seeking aid in the form
of scholarships, loans, grants, or employment should obtain
the Emory University Financial Aid Application and the
Financial Aid Form from the Office of Student Financial Aid.
The various graduate schools administer their aid
independently of the Office of Student Financial Aid and
vice versa. The procedures for applying for these funds
are different. The applications used are different and
deadlines for submitting financial aid material differ.
Communication between the units is of utmost impor¬
tance. Both offices work together on informing each other
of the awards they have made. Each graduate school informs
the Office of Student Financial Aid of the students that have
been awarded aid. This procedure prevents the possibility
of over awarding any one student. Both units have an ex¬
ceptionally strong communication link.
IV. Georgia State University
Historical Background.
In 1913, the Georgia Tech Evening School of Commerce,
under the direction of distinguished Georgia Tech staff member
Wayne S. Kell, opened its doors with an enrollment of 47
students. From these meager beginnings, the school grew to
what is now Georgia State University, the second largest in¬
stitution of higher learning in Georgia.
Under directors John M. Watters in 1918, Fred B,
Wenn in 1925, and finally Dr. George M. Sparks in 1928, the
Georgia Tech Evening School of Commerce continued to grow
until it became an independent college in the reorganized
University System of Georgia in 1933.
The school remained independent until 1947 when the
Board of Regents determined that the institution’s functions
could be Incorporated into the program of the University of
Georgia with the title of the "Atlanta Division of the Uni¬
versity of Georgia.’’^^
In 1955, it was separated from the University of
Georgia and renamed the "Georgia State College of Business
^"^Georgia State University, Georgia State University
Bulletin, 1978, p. 11.
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Administration" with Dr. George Sparks as President.
Two years later Noah Langdale, Jr. took over as
President on the retirement of Dr. Sparks. In 1961, the
Board of Regents changed the name of the institution to
Georgia State College. Under the leadership of President
Langdale, new degrees and programs were added.
Finally, in 1969, in recognition of the academic
achievements of the institution, and the services provided
for both students and the community, the Board of Regents
granted the college university status. Georgia State Col¬
lege became Georgia State University.
Georgia State University has continued to be inno¬
vative in developing new programs for students, faculty, and
citizens alike. The expanded, modern city-campus environment
of the University today provides a unique setting in which
to fulfill its threefold mission of teaching, service, and
research.
Graduate Schools of the University.
Georgia State University is composed of six colleges:
Allied Health Sciences, Arts and Sciences, Business Adminis¬
tration, Education, General Studies, and Urban Life. All
colleges, with the exception of General Studies, administer
graduate programs through their respective graduate divisions.
18 Ibid., p. 13.
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College of Allied Health Sciences;
The objective of the College of Allied Health Sciences
is to educate sufficient nximbers and kinds of academically
and professionally qualified health personnel, who can pro¬
vide health care needs of the people.
College of Arts and Sciences;
The College of Arts and Sciences offers its students
curricula designed to give a liberal education. The emphasis
is upon intellectual development.
College of Business Administration;
The College of Business Administration has as its
objectives both the development of outstanding leadership at
all levels of business and administration and the training
of intelligent citizens prepared to Understand their world
and to play a leading role in the business, social, and
political community.
College of Education;
The College of Education is a professional school
preparing teachers and other personnel for careers in schools
and other educational institutions.
College of General Studies;
The College of General Studies has certain long-term
goals among which are (1) provision of career oriented two-
year degree programs designed to meet specific industry needs
30
in Hotel/Motel Administration, Commercial Music Recording,
and Aviation Administration; and (2) to provide general edu¬
cation both for generalist and for the undecided student.
This college does not have a graduate program.
College of Urban Life:
The purpose of the College of Urban Life is to prepare
preservice students who are planning careers in urban-related
fields. It also serves to provide additional educational
opportunities for persons already employed in governmental
and nonprofit organizations seeking solutions to urban prob¬
lems.
Financial Aid Program.
The first section explicitly describes the types of
financial aid administered by the Office of Student Financial
Aid and contains data about the eligibility requirements and
the general application procedures. The second section
describes aid administered by the various colleges compris¬
ing Georgia State University. Finally, the inter-relationship
of how the Office of Student Financial Aid and the colleges
work together in the allocation of this aid is presented.
The concluding remarks cite the problems associated with the
program.
The Office of Student Financial Aid. - Georgia State
University has a centralized financial aid office. All funds
funnel through this office except graduate assistantships and
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graduate traineeships.
The staffing of the office consists of one director,
one associate director, three program specialists, three
full-time support staff people, and six students.Each
program specialist is assigned to one of the following pro¬
grams: Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, College Work-
Study, or Guaranteed Student Loans and Scholarships. The
office handles approximately five to six thousand applica¬
tions.
The Office of Student Financial Aid provides finan¬
cial assistance to promising students who, without such help,
would be unable to attend an institution of post secondary
education. The University believes that the principal re¬
sponsibility for financing post secondary education lies with
the student and the family.
Eligibility for financial aid is not based on family
income alone, Georgia State University awards financial aid
on the basis of d^onstrated financial need,^^ "Need** is
the difference between what it costs to attend the university
and how much the fiimily can reasonably be expected to contri¬
bute toward these expenses. Total College expenses minus the
^^'Interview with Colonel Dean Dalton, Office of Student
Financial Aid, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia, Sep¬
tember 27, 1978,
2®Interview with Jerry Metier, Office of Student Finan¬
cial Aid, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia, October
2, 1978.
^^Georgia State University, Financing Your Education At
Georgia State University, August 1978, p, 16.
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family contribution equals the demonstrated financial need.22
Students are usually eligible for financial aid equal to the
amount of their need.
A method of determining how much families may be able
to contribute has been developed by the College Scholarship
Service, a part of the College Entrance Examination Board,
The College Scholarship Service analyzes the information pro¬
vided by each student on the Financial Aid Form, The Finan¬
cial Aid Form is a document used to collect information for
determining a student's need for financial aid. The College
Scholarship Service evaluates the information the student
reports on the form and calculates an estimated contribution
of the amount of money the student and the student's family
is able to provide for expenses of college or other post
secondary education.
The financial aid administered by the Office of
Student Financial Aid is scholarships, grants, loans, and
employment.
Only one application is required per academic year.
Students desiring to be considered for financial assistance
administered by the Office of Student Financial Aid must
complete two forms that must be obtained from this office*
The two forms are: (1) The Georgia State University Finan¬




No financial aid will be awarded until the student
is accepted for admission to Georgia State University. It
is the student’s responsibility to notify the Office of Stu¬
dent Financial Aid when he has been admitted.
The University's General Financial Aid Application
should be submitted to the Office of Student Financial Aid.
The Financial Aid Form should be completed and for¬
warded to the College Scholarship Service for evaluation.
The student must designate Georgia State University as a
recipient of the results of this evaluation.
All financial aid application material must be re¬
ceived by the office by April 1 of each academic year.
Financial Aid Administered by the Colleges. - Georgia
State University has five colleges that administer graduate
programs through their respective graduate division. Each of
these colleges offer various types of financial assistance,
such as Graduate Teaching Assistantships and Graduate Research
Assistantships.
Graduate Teaching Assistants teach one course in each
quarter of the academic year, receive a stipend of $2,400,
and must have the approval of the Board of Regents. Graduate
Research Assistants I devote approximately one-third time to
their assigned duties, receive a stipend of $1,800 for an
academic year, and must be enrolled in a Master's degree pro¬
gram and have the approval of their Graduate Dean. Graduate
Research Assistants II also devote approximately one-third
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time to their assigned duties, receive a stipend of $2,300
for an academic year, and must be enrolled in a doctoral
degree program or specialist in Education program and have
the approval of their Graduate Dean.
College of Allied Health Sciences:
A number of Graduate Stipends and Graduate Trainee-
ships are available for qualified students in the College
of Allied Health Sciences. Fifteen traineeships at $3,900
plus tuition were awarded for the academic year 1978-79.
College of Arts and Sciences:
A ntunber of Graduate Assistantships are available
for qualified candidates in the College of Arts and Sciences.
Graduate Assistants will assist with either instruc¬
tion or research in a department under the supervision of
the department chaiman. Applications are directed to the
department chairman who will recommend appointments to the
respective dean.
College of Business Administration:
A number of Graduate Teaching Assistantships and a
number of Graduate Research Assistantships are available for
qualified students in the doctoral programs.
The Teaching Assistants, who teach one course in
each of the three quarters of the academic year, receive
stipends of $966.67 per quarter. The Research Assistants
devote one-third time to their assigned duties during the
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academic year, and receive $966.67 per quarter.
Research Assistantships are also available for quali¬
fied students in the master’s degree program. Research As¬
sistants in the master's program devote approximately one-
third time to their assigned duties during the academic year
and receive stipends of $600,00 per quarter.
The out-of-state fees of Teaching and Research
Assistants are waived.
Applications for these assistantships may be made
to the Dean of Graduate Studies of the College.
College of Education:
A ntunber of Graduate Assistantships are available
for qualified students in the College of Education.
Graduate Assistants will assist with either instruc¬
tion or research in the department. Graduate Assistants
require of the student approximately 20 hours per week.
The rate is $866.67 per quarter at the present time.
Applications are reviewed by the Department Chairman
and Unit Coordinators in relation to their needs.
College of Urban Life:
A limited nximber of Graduate Assistantships are avail¬
able for qualified candidates for a master's degree in the
College of Urban Life. Graduate Assistants will work with
faculty and staff members who head specific research and
public service programs.
Graduate Assistants are required to work one-third
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time to their assigned duties during the academic year and
receive stipends of $600.00 per quarter.
Applications may be obtained in the Office of Student
Services.
Inter-relationship of the Units. - The Georgia State
University Application is not used both by the various gradu¬
ate divisions and the Office of Student Financial Aid.
Students seeking aid in the form of Graduate and
Research Assistantships should obtain application forms from
the dean of that school. Students seeking aid in the form
of scholarships, loans, grants, or employment should obtain
the Georgia State University Financial Aid Application and
the Financial Aid Form from the Office of Student Financial
Aid.
The various graduate schools administer their aid
independently of the Office of Student Financial Aid and
vice versa. The procedures for applying for these funds are
different. The applications used are different and deadlines
for submitting financial aid materials differ.
Communication between the units is very important.
Both offices work very well on informing each other of the
awards being made. This procedure prevents the possibility
of one student getting two or more awards.
V. Comparative Analysis
This study was designed to analyze the financial aid
application procedures at Atlanta University in comparison
to other public and private institutions. The main objec¬
tive is to recommend strategies for the improvement of the
program at Atlanta University.
Financial aid programs at Atlanta University, Eckerd
College, Emory University, Georgia State University, Univer¬
sity of South Florida, and the University of Tampa were used
as research models. Only two institutions were selected
from the total field identified for this study. Financial
aid directors were interviewed from each of the six institu¬
tions .
Emory and Georgia State Universities were the major
institutions selected for this study. Emory is a private
co-educational university and Georgia State is a public co¬
educational university.
Certain operating characteristics and workforce
levels were examined. The first to be examined were the
physical aspects of the office.
Physical Aspects.
Although it sounds sufficiently obvious to preclude
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mentioning, information about the settings of each financial
aid office is just as relevant to the study as their applica¬
tion procedures, particularly when the physical aspects such
as the amount of space can affect the efficiency and produc¬
tivity of the office.
Kmory University's Office of Student Financial Aid
is located at 1327 Clifton Road. The building is adjacent
to the campus and includes eight rooms, some upstairs and
the others downstairs, all used for financial aid purposes.
The financial aid director and other counselors have their
own offices for private consultations. An area has been
designated for receiving students called the reception area.
Eighteen percent (18%) of the student body is on financial
aid at Emory University.
Georgia State University's Office of Student Finan¬
cial Aid is located in Sparks Hall. It includes five rooms
and a separate reception area. The financial aid director
and his specialists occupy individual offices. Fifteen to
twenty percent (15%-20%) of the student body is on financial
aid at Georgia State University.
Atlanta University's office of Student Financial Aid
is located in Harkness Hall, Room 214. Room 214 is a single
room with no reception area. All staff members are located
in this room. Occasionally, the director will request every¬
one to leave the office for a private consultation with a
student concerning financial problems. All staff members
leave the office and wait outside of the office. All office
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operations stop until the consultation is over. This situa¬
tion has an adverse effect on the proficiency of office opera¬
tions. Ninety-one percent (91%) of the student body is on
financial aid at Atlanta University.
Staff Size.
The staffing of Emory University's Office of Student
Financial Aid consists of one director, one assistant direc¬
tor, and one associate director. A total of six full-time
staff members and five part-time student workers are in the
office.
The Financial Aid Office at Georgia State University
consists of one director, one associate director, three pro¬
gram specialists, three full-time support staff personnel,
and six part-time student workers.
The staffing at Atlanta University's Office of Stu¬
dent Financial Aid has only two professional staff members,
the director and her assistant. The director and the assist¬
ant director work full-time; all other staff members are part-
time student workers averaging ten to fifteen hours weekly.
Presently, there are six part-time student workers. The
workload is much greater than the staff can efficiently
manage.
In comparison to Emory and Georgia State, the work¬
force level at Atlanta University is considerably lower. Con¬
versely, Atlanta University has ninety-one percent (91%) of
their student body on financial aid.
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Aid Administered.
There is a distinction between the types of aid
administered by the financial aid offices. The offices at
Emory and Georgia State administer loans, grants, employment,
and scholarships. Atlanta University's Office of Student
Financial Aid administers only loans and employment. Atlanta
University's Student Financial Aid Office does not administer
scholarships. This minor distinction in aid administered has
a major impact on the application processing procedure.
The Application Processing Procedure at Emory andGeorgia State University.
The distinction in aid administered brings us to the
major topic of concern, the application processing procedure.
Since Emory and Georgia State administer all types of aid,
e.g., loans, grants, part-time employment, and scholarships,
their Student Financial Aid Offices can be described as cen¬
tralized. For example, Georgia State's Financial Aid Office
needs no other information or input from the graduate schools
in processing the application; they work independently of
each other. The application is received in the Student Finan¬
cial Aid Office and remains there.
Furthermore, the Student Financial Aid Office does
not have to wait for another office to make decisions prior
to their review; they can allocate the necessary funds and
quickly go to the next application for review.
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The Application Processing Procedure at Atlanta University.
Atlanta University's Student Financial Aid Office
administers only work-study and loans. Scholarships and
fellowships are allocated by the various schools of Atlanta
University.
Atlanta University's Student Financial Aid Office
does not work independently of the graduate schools and
therefore can be described as a decentralized financial aid
office. The Financial Aid Office must wait for other offices
to make decisions prior to their review.
There is only one financial aid application used
both by the schools within Atlanta University and the Office
of Student Financial Aid. Consequently, applications are
received by the Student Financial Aid Office, and later
mailed directly to the school in which the applicant plans
to enroll. No action of awarding aid by the Financial Aid
Office can be taken until the applications return from the
schools.
Each school utilizes a scholarship committee. The
committee indicates on the financial aid application whether
the applicant has or has not been awarded aid and how much.
The applications are then returned to the Office of Student
Financial Aid for loan and employment consideration.
Important adverse consequences result from this pro¬
cedure:
1. Approximately five hundred to one thousand appli¬
cations are mailed throughout the university.
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2. Applications get lost.
3. Applications end up in the wrong departments as
the result of prospective students changing their
majors.
4. Applications properly filed in the Office of
Student Financial Aid must be pulled and mailed
to the prospective school after the deadline of
April 1. When the applications are sent from
the schools back to the Office of Student Finan¬
cial Aid time must be taken to refile the appli¬
cations in the proper places.
5. The Financial Aid Office loses control over dead¬
lines as to when applications should be returned
to their office.
6. Students desiring to make changes on their appli¬
cations must first locate their application or
wait until it returns to the Office of Student
Financial Aid.
7. Applications often get delayed in the various
schools from April to July; consequently appli¬
cants awarded aid from the Financial Aid Office
may have only one or two months* notice of awards
before the first semester which begins in Septem¬
ber.
VI. Conclusion/Recomnendations
The major problem with Atlanta University's Student
Financial Aid Office is its application processing procedure.
Applications should not be continuously mailed from one office
to the next. Atlanta University is the only institution re¬
searched that has this procedure.
The Office of Student Financial Aid should move to¬
wards a more centralized program. It should allocate all
types of aid including some scholarships and permanently
maintain all applications received in that office. This
office should make awards independently of the various
schools. At the same time, coordinated effort must exist
among the units.
The various schools should use separate applications
for applying for departmental aid, e.g., scholarships and
fellowships. The schools and the financial aid office should
continually provide each other with a roster of the students
to whom they have awarded aid and the amount of each award.
In setting the appropriate award amount, each unit must know
the amount of assistance offered that student elsewhere. The
financial aid program would be much more effective and effi¬
cient if those guidelines were used.
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The Office of Student Financial Aid has received
little University support relative to staff, budget, and
space. The office is severely understaffed with both pro¬
fessionally trained counselors and support staff.
The office is severely congested and lacks space
for students to file applications, to wait to see a coun-
V selor, or to have privacy in counseling interviews. Despite
these handicaps, the office has done a commendable job in
building a program.
It,is difficult to estimate how many students did
/
not obtain financial assistance at Atlanta University or
how many students drop out due to financial problems since
no studies have been conducted in this area. No record is
kept of the number of students who are turned away when
funds are used up.
Recommendations.
I would like to conclude with the fbllowing recom¬
mendations based on my own analysis of the problems in the
Office of Student Financial Aid at Atlanta University.
1. The Financial Aid Office should be given more
space and full-time office support personnel. The office
should eventually be located in a larger area and should
protect student privacy in its structure and design. The
present office is inappropriate to the nature of the problems
students bring to it.
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2. The size of the professional staff should be in¬
creased. Additional staff should have training in counseling,
crisis intervention, referral, and casework coordination. At
least one professional staff person should be assigned full¬
time responsibility for developing new financial resources
and locating new funds to meet the needs of Atlanta Univer¬
sity's student population.
3. The office should develop an adequate referral
program for those students applying for financial assistance
who do not meet eligibility requirements or who qualify for
outside funds.
4. A workshop program should be developed for all
staff members involved in the financial aid program at Atlanta
University.
5. Written policies concerning financial aid proce¬
dures should be developed and updated.
6. The office should administer scholarships in
addition to administering the College Work-Study and National
Direct Student Loan programs. Emergency loans should also be
established.
7. All Atlanta University Financial Aid Applications
submitted to the Office of Student Financial Aid should re¬
main in that office. Applications should not be permitted
to circulate out of that central office.
8. A committee should be appointed to explore the
feasibility of storing and retrieving all student financial
aid records by electronic data processing methods.
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FINANCIAL AID FORM ACADEMIC YEAR 1979-80
(COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE OF THE COLLEGE BOARD)
Appendix A
WHAT IS THE FINANCIAL AID FORM?
The finandaJ Aid Form (FAF) is a document used to collect information
for determining a student's need for financial aid. You submit the FAF to
the College Scnolarshig Service tCSS), an activity of the College Board,
where it is analyzed. The Information you report on the FAF is confiden¬
tial and is sent only to the recipients you indicate.
The CSS does not award financial aid; rather it evaluates your financial
ability to contribute to the costs of education beyond high school.
The FAF may be used to apply for:
• the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program
• manv state scholarship and grant programs
• financial aid administered by colleges and other institutions of edu¬
cation beyond high school
The decision to award financial aid rests with the individual institu¬
tions and programs, which directly inform students whether or not they
are eiigible for financial aid. Some of these may atso reguest completion
of separate financial aid applications.
WHO COMPLETES THE FAF?
The FAF is completed bv parents, in behalf of their children, and by stu¬
dents who are applying for financial aid for the academic year 1979-80.
If you answer "Yes" to ANY part of Items 13.14, or 1S for ANY of the
years indicated, vour parents MUST complete the parents' section
'Items 17-46) of the FAF. Refer to the definition of "parents" in the
Instructions for Completing the FAF.
Even if you answer "No" to Items 13, 14. and 15 for all years, the
institution you are applying to may require parents' information. You
should follow anv specific instructions you receive from the institution
or program.
When parents' information is required and vour parents are separated
or divorced, items 17-48 should be completed by the parent who has (or
had) custody ot you. Information may also be required of parent's pres¬
ent spouse, if anv. See the Instructions for Completing the FAF.
Student's information (Items 1-16 and 49 and following! should be
completed by all students.
WHEN SHOULD THE FAF BE COMPLETED?
The FAF should be completed alter lanuary 1, 1979. Mail this form as
soon as possible, preferably at least one month or more before the
eariiest financial aid deadline for the institutions and programs you list
to receive the FAF.
Do not file this FAF alter March IS. 1980.
It IS not necessary to delay filing the FAF until the 1978 U.S. income tax
return is filed. If the 1978 return has not been riled, estimate amounts
vou Mpect to report on the return.
WHAT PROCEDURES ARE FOLLOWED
TO ENSURE ACCURACY?
!t is imoortant that you provide accurate and complete inrormation on
the FAF. Failure to do so may jeoparcize your request tor financial aid.
if vou use the FAF to establish eiigibiiitv for federal student financial
aid funds, you should know that anv oerson wno intenaortaHy ma/tes
fa/se statements or misrepf959nt»tions on this torm is sub/ect to fine, or
to impnsonment, or to both, urtder provisions oF the United States Crim-
maf Code.
In order to ensure accurate reporting of data on the FAF. the CSS mav
request authorization to obtain an official copv ot the parents' or stu¬
dent s 1978 U.S. income tax return from the Internal Revenue Service
:IRS). Do not send miv income tax returns with the FAF to the CSS. Your
authorization and anv tax returns obtained bv using the authonzation
are confidential and are not sent to institutions and programs. Some
institutions and programs may request that you send a copy of vour
income tax return to them. If so. send it directiv to the reauesting in¬
stitution. Failure to provide requested documentation nnav result in oe-
nial of aid.
WILL THE CSS SEND AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT?
If an institution or program is listed in item 61, the CSS will send you an
Acknowledgment when processing of vour FAF has been completed.
The Acknowledgment incluoes an .Additional College Request (ACR)
form for you to submit if you later want copies of the FAF sent to institu¬
tions or programs not originally listed. The fee for ACR orocessing is
S3.50 for the first institution or program later designated to receive a
copy of the FAF and S2.50 for each additional one.
WHAT IS MY CSS ESTIMATED CONTRIBUTION?
Your estimated contribution is rhe amount of money the CSS calculates
you and your family are able to orovide for the expenses of college or
other education beyond high school. Each institution or program has
final responsibiiitv for determining vour contribution. This figure may
differ from the CSS estimated contribution.
The CSS estimate is provided as part or the Acknowledgment and is
sent with explanatory material, if you want to receive the report of CSS
Estimated Contribution, add 51.00 to the processing fee and check the
appropriate box in item 82.
WHAT IS THE FEE FOR FILING THE FAF?
The CSS processing fee is S4.75 for the first institution or orogram desig¬
nated to receive a copy of the FAF and 52.50 for each aaditional one. If
you are requesting the report of your CSS Estimated Contribution, you
should include an additional fee of 51.00.
The fee covers the costs or analyzing the FAF and sending copies of
the FAF and the analysis to institutions and programs. Please make your
check or money order payable to the College Scholarship Service. Do
not send cash.
There is no charge for using the FAF to apply for the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (8EOG) Program.
WHERE TO MAIL THE FAF
Mail your completed FAF in the attached envelope to me appropnate
CSS office listed below.
COUECEKHOUtSHff SERVia Oft COUECE SCHOlAJtSHIP SBlVtCl
S<m3M
Pnwcasen. N| 0>$4t latkelay. CA 94791
IP YOU UVE IN: tP YOU UVE IN:
Alabama .. ..AL MewHamoshim nH Alaska ... AK Nebraska .... NE
Canal Zone . C2 Smv iersev... N» .Amencan N4evaoL NV
Connecticut ..CT New York .... SY Samoa.. . . .AS 'iew Mctico . nm
Delawara .. ..0€ North Caroi’na. nC A rizona ... .. A2 Norm Dakota NO
Distnet of Ohio . OH Arkansas .. .. AR Ckiahoma ... OK
Columeia ..DC Pennsvtvwia RA Caiitomia . ... CA Oregon OR
Flonda... . FL ’uefto Rico -. PR Colorado .. CO Soum Dakota $0
Georgia.... . CA Rhode Island Rl Guam . .. ... CU Texas TX
Indiana .... ..IN South Carolina. SC Hawaii. .. ...HI Trust Territory
Kentucky .. .. KY Tennessee ... TN Idaho ...10 (MannaH.
louisiana .. ..lA Vermont VT lihnois.... .. IL Nortnem
Maine ..ME Virgin islands VI Iowa ... . , lA .Manana, and
Maryland ..MO Virginia VA Kansas.... ... KS Caroline is.) TT
Massaenuseto MA West Virginia. WV Minnesota ...MN Utah UT
Michigan .. Wisconsih ... W1 Missoun .. . . .MO Washington .. WA
Mississippi . .. MS Momaru.. . MT Wyoming .. - WY
If where you live ts not listed above, send your r AF to the CSS office m Princeton.
N|.
Copvngln 0 iSTS bv College Entrance Eurntnaiton Soarb. resetvea.
a iraoefnarK ot the Coitefe :ntraiKt E^uimnanon doara.
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■ INSTRUOIONS FOR COMPLETING THE FAF '
To avoid delays in processing, it is important that you complete all items on the FAF according to the following instructions:
■ Please type or print all entries in black or dark ink; do not use a pencil.
e Enter each response in die proper area. Do not make entries oubide boxes or enter more than one set oi figures In a box.
a Enter amounts in dollars; omit cents. Oo not use commas between dollar values. For example, if wages* salaries, tips, and other
compensation are $5*398.24, enter $5398.
a Oo not leave dollar items blank. Enter a zero (9) where appropriate. Do not use such words as ^'unknown," **wm0V* or ''same."
■ Use Item 80 to explain drded items and any unusual drcumstances. Attach additional sheets of paper if more space is needed.
On any additional sheets, be certain to give the student's complete idendficadon information and the CSS code numbers of the
intdtutioni and programs to receive the FAF.
Certain sections ol the FAF are reproduced below to assist you in completing the form. Keep these instructions and the worksheets for your records.
^j:A^‘»sirt^waUsni0eWES»iroBMAI10l<i»iWti«^^
ITtM 1. Enter stuOent's comptete name, giving last name, first name, and middle
initial.
fTGM X Enter student's social security number.
ITEM X Enter student's date of birth, using numbers tor month, day, and year.
ITEM 4. indicate student's sex.
ITEM 5. Enter the address where the student can be certain of receiving notifleadon of
the processing or this form. Use the state abbreviations on the front cover.
ITEM 8. Enter the abbreviation for the student's sUte of legal residence. Use the state
abbreviatiom on the front cover.
ITEM 7. Indicate student's current marital stattjs. If marned or separated, enter the
date of marriage or separation. If student intends to marry before luly 1,1980. enter
date of intended marriage.
ITEM 8. Indicate student s U.S. citizenship status. Answer "Yes" if studem is a U.S.
citizen, national or permanent resident: a dtizen of the Norrhem Mariana Islands: a
permanent resident of the Trust Temtorv of the Pacific Islands: or is in the U S. for
other than a temoorary purpose and intends to become a permanent resident. In
order to meet the last eritenon. student must possess an 1-171 or an I-44M. both of
which are approval notices to applv for permanent resident, or an U94 (arnval-
departure form) endorsed either: (1) conditional entrant status or indetinite parole, or
(2) employment authonzed and adlustment applicant. In addition, student mav answer
‘Yes" if student has been granted asvium and been given voluntary departure for a
period of one veer. Note: If student is in die U .$. on an F»1 or F-2 student visa, student
is not eiipble for federal student aid and must anf%ver "No" to this item.
ITEM M. indicate students year in coliege or other education beyond high school
dunng 197940. Also, enter students present degree objective and expected date of
graduation. 'Fifth iimder^aduaw)" means the tild) ^ar of an und^graduate cur-
ncuium that nonnaJiv requires five years tor completion, if "fifth" is indicated, see the
back cover for BEOC eligibility entena. Graduate students are not ellpble for 8EOG.
ITEM 98. If student has already received a bachelor’s degree (or higher degree) from a
U.S. institution or an equivalent degree from a foreign institution, or if student will
receive such a degree before luly 1,1979, ansvmr "Vn" to this item. Note: A student is
not elipble for a BEOC award if he or she has received a bachelor's degree.
ITEM 18. Enter the name of the institution, if anv. that student attended in 1971^79. If
the student is an entenng. first-nme student in 1979-90. enter thestudenfs high school
8>digiT code number. The code number may be obtained from the guidance office of
the student's high school. The code number %vill be used to providia student's name
and FAF processing status to student's high school.
ITEM 11. Indicate the academic pefiod(s) tor which the student is seeking financial
assistanot. Check aH boxes that apply.
ITEM IX Indicate where the studem plans to Hve during 19^40. "On campus" means
residence factiities operated bv or for the institution; "off-campus" means residence
fadiities not operated bv or for the institution, but not induding the pareno' home. If
student's choice of institution has not been made, the student should indicate Ms or
her plans for the first institution listed in item 81.
ITEMS 13>1X These items shouid be completed with regard to student's parents. For
purposes of this form, the term "parents" is defined to be the student's mother
and/or father or adoptive parentts). Foster parents and guardians are not defined as
parents.
If both student's parents are deceased, answer "No" to aU questions in Items 13-15.
For Item 15. assist»Ke indudes food, housing, dochea. medical and denol care,
cash, gifts, cost of eoucation. etc.
If vou answer "Yes" for any question tor any year, the parents confMandal state¬
ment (Hems 1748) must be compieted.
If yon ans«ircf "No" to every question for every year with regard to student's par¬
ents. the parents' oMiMendai statement (Items 1748) need not be completed: Mxw
ever, some institutions or programs to witidi you are applying may roquire this kitor-
mation. You ihouid loiiow any speafic instructions you roceive from the instituoon or
program.
If student's parents are separated or divorced, provide information for the parent who
has or had custody of the student. If no custody was a%varded. or if parents have or had
equal custody of the student, provide information for the parem with whom the
studem resided for the greater portion of the 12-month period preceding the date of
completing this form.
If parents are divorced, or if parent Is wldo«ved. and the perem has remarried,
financial information of student's stepparent mav need to be reported. Student's
stepparent's intormation should be reported itogether with parenrs information) if
erther (a) student did or will live with stepparent (and parent) for more than six weeks
during 1978.1979, or 1960: or (b) student did or witi receive more than $?S0 in finanoal
aanttance from stepparent in 1978. 1979, or i960.
N one of sttidenf'a parenw k deceased, and the surviving parent has not remarhed,
provide 1978 and 1979 irtcome and expense intormation for only the survivmg parem.
The parents' confidential statement (Items 1748) should not be completed by studem
or ttudem's spouse.
TAXAaUMCCMf
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Enter total annual amounts only. Whenever an individual entry 'S from more than one
source, itemize and give doilar amounts in Item 80. The IRS reterenns on the FAF are
for the 1978 U.S. income tax return, for 1979. provide best estimates.
In compiating Hme 17-18 and X^‘77, if parents are married and file separatt U.S.
income tax returns, add the figures from both returns and report the tool.
ITEM IX Indicate whether both of student's parents are deceased.
Note: Funds received bv the studem or parents as an eward under the Distribution of
Juogfnent Fumu Act or the Alaska Native Qaime Settlement Act should NOT be
reported as income or assets on this form. Property shouid not oe reported as an
asset if: < a> it mav not be sold or heve loam placed against it without consent of the
Secretary of interior, or <b) the property is held in trust by the U.S. Government.
Note: if studem or parents filed a 1978 income tax return with a Governmem outside
the U.S.. indude information corresponoing to that requested in any item reiemng
to the U.S. income tax return.
niMSl7A4UEntortheamoumofwa^. salaries, tips, and other compensation earned
by (A) father and (Bl mother. For 1978. indude amounts reported on lines 8.13. and 19 of
parents' 1978 U4. income tax Form lOSO. or line 7 or Form IOaqa. Also indude income from
employment which parents were net required to report on a U.S. income tai return.
ITEM 17C Enter tfie amoum of "Interest income" received bv parents. For 1978. indude
amoum reported on line 9 of parents' 1978 U.S. inQ>me tax Fonm lOeO, or line 8 of Form
KMQA.
fTEM 17D. Enter the amoum of "dividends" received bv parents. For 1978. indude
amount reported on line 10c of parents' 1978 U.S. income tax Form 1040. or line 9c of
Form 1040A.
■ 51
Parents' Annual Income and Expenses (continued)
fTIM (l^. Enter the amount of taxable income other than wages, interest, anddrvidenoT^recetved bv parents. For 1978. tndude amounts reported on lines 11, 12,
14>18, and 20 of parents' 1978 U.$. income tax Form 1040. itemize and gnre doliar
amounts in Item 80.
ITEM . Enter the amount of "adjustments to income" reported on lines 28 and 30
of parents' 1978 U.5. income tax Form 1040. Enter oety iftS allowable amounts for
forfeited interest, moving expense, empioyee business expense, payments to a Keogh
or an individual retirement pian. alimony paid, and disability income exdusion (sick
pay), itemize aitd give dollar amounts in Item 80.
ITEM 18. Enter dte amoum of "adjusted gross income" reported on line 31 of parents'
1978 U.5. income tax Form 1040. or line 10 of Form 1040A. If parents wiU not file a 1978
U.S. income tax return, be certain to tndude in this item parents' employment earnings,
interest, dividends, and anv other income recatved in 1978 that would normaMy be subject
to tax. Oo not indude any amount reported in item 20or21.Amountshouide^iai the sum
of items 17A through 17E, mimis Item 18.
ITEM 88. Enter the amount of social security benefits received by parents and student.
The student's benefits are also to be reported In Items 63 and 64.
ITEM . Enter the total of all other nontaxabie income receded by parents.
Indude: * Child support, welfare beneiits. and unemployment oompensMon.
• Veterans benefits except educaecnaf bertedcs.
• Anv other income which is not subtset to income tax. such as interest on
tax-free bonds: untaxed portions of pensions and capital gains: and miUtary,
dergy, and other subsistence and housing altowances.
Oonoe
indude: • Amounts received from studertt aid programs (educational loans, work-study
earnings, grants, or scholarships}.
• Sooal seointy benefio.
• Veterans educational benefits (Cl Bill or 14^ Orphans' and WWoim' Educ^
tion Assistancei.
• "Admibnems to income" reported in item 18.
• Any income reported In Items 17A through 17E.
ITEM 32. If the amount entered for 1978 is different bv S2.(X)0 or more than that entered
for 1977. complete the shaded 1977 column for items 17-21. Also, if the amount en«
tered for 1^ is different by S2.0QO or more from that entered for 1978, es^lain in Item 80.
ITEM 22k Enter parems' U.S. income tax paid as reported on lirte 47 of 1978 U.S. income
tax Form 1040. or line 13 of Form 104QA. Oo not copy from a W-2 Form tax widthetd. If
parents will not file a 1978 U.S. income tax return, enter zero.
ITEM 34. If parents itemize deductions on their 1978 U.S. income tax return, enter the
amount of "total deductions" reported on tine 39 of Schedule A. Form 1040. If parents
do not itemize deductions, enter a zero.
ITEM 2S. if parents itemize deductions on their 1978 U.S. income tax return, enter the
amount of state and other taxos reported on line 17 of Schedule A. Form 1040. If
parents take a standard deduction or wilt not file a 1978 return, enter the total of state
and local income, real estate, gasoline, sales, personal property, and other taxes. Oo
not include U.S. income tax.
ITEM ^ . if parents itemize deductions on their 1978 U.S. income tax rerum. enter
the tot^of medicine, drugs, ar^ ocher medkai and dental expenses reported on lines
2 and 6 of Schedule A, Form 1040. If parena take a standard deduction or will not file a
1978 return, enter the amount of medical and dental expenses tor parents' household
paid in 1978 which were not covered by insurance. Oo not indude the cost of medical
and dental insurance premiums.
ITEM . If parents itemise deductions on titeir 1978 U.S. income tax return, emer
the amount of casualty or theft lots(es) reported on line 29 of Sdiedule A, Form 1040. If
parena take a standaid deduction or will not file a 1978 return, determine the amount
of each loss not covered by insurance, due (o theft or damage by fire, stoim, or
actident. Subtract 5100 from the amount of each loss: add the net amount of each of
these losses and enter the total.
ITEM 38. Enter the amount of elementarv, junior high, and soniof high sdiooi tuition
and fees parents paid in 1978 for alt dep^dent oiildren (other tfian the student)
tnduded in Item 43. Oo not report any amouna which were paid by scholarships or
other forms of student aid.
ITEM ^. Enter the total amoum of other unusual expenses such as payments for
child support, expenses assoaved with a handicap, funerals, legal fees, and water,
street, and sewer assessments. Itemize and give d^lar amouna in item 80.
In completing Items 3^M. emer the market value of each asset iisted. Market value is
the amount for which the asset could currently be sold. Do not use such valuations as
assessed value, insured value, or taxed value. Oo not report personal or consumer
deba that are not related to the assea listed.
Oo not report any asset or debt more than once.
rrEM 38. Enter the present market value of parena' home. Also, wer unpaid
mortgage principal and related deba on parena' home.
ITEM . Enter the present market value of parents' other real estate. Also, enter
uopaid mortgage prinapal and deba on parena' other real estate. Report business or
farm assea and deba only in item 33 or 34.
fTEM ^. Enter the present market velue of parena' investmena (Indudlng stocks,
bonds, and other secunties). Also, enter unpaid deba on parena' investmeno. Report
business or farm assea and deba only in item 33 or 34.
ITEM 33. If parena own aU or part of a business, enter the present mvket value of
business. Also, enter the present mortgage and reiaced deba for which the business
assea are used as collated. Oo not include value of home even if pan of business
property: report value of home only in Item 30. If parena are not the sole owners of
the business, enter only the amount of their share of the total business market value
and debt. Some institutions require that pareno reoorting business assea complete a
Busineu Supplement form, available where you obtained this FAF.
BUSIN€SS WORK SHEET
A. Parcenoge of ownership «
B. Current assea icash and other currem
assea less reserve for bad debai S
C Rxed assea (present market value of land,
buildings, equipment, and other fixed assea) S
0. Total assea (Add 8 and C) S
B. Multiply toizi assea bv percentage of ownership. i i
(Enteramounttn Item 33. marketvalue.1 Is I
F. Total Indebtedness (mortgage on land and
buildings and otner business indebtedness) $ ■ -
G. Multiply total indebtedness by percenoge j jof ownership. (Emer amount in item 33. deba.) - - . -IS !
ITEM 34. If parena own aR or part of a farm, enter the present market value of farm.
Also, enter the present mortgage and related deba for which the farm asseo are used
as collaacral. Oo not include value or home even <f part of farm property: reportvahie
of home only In Item 30. tf parena are not the sole owners of the farm, enter only the
amoum of their share of the total farm market value and debt. Some institutions
require that parena reporting farm assett complete a Farm Supplement fisrm, avail¬
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ITEM 38. Enter the present amount of parents' cash, savings, and checking accoums.
ITEM 38. Enter the presem amount of pvems' consumer indebtedness (such as defao
for purchase of automobiles, apphances. and other consumer durables: and retail
store and bank charge acrauno).
ITEM . Oo not indude any expenses already entered in Items 23-29 or any debt
entered In items 3<k34 and 36. /ndutfe onfv debt ouatandfng from 1977 or Perbre.
Include such past deba as medkaJ and demal expenses: remaining business indebt¬
edness if business dissolved: funeral expenses; legal fees; unreimbursed lob-related
movingexpenses; natural disasters not covered bv insurance* liens; livingexoenses if
buPness failure, prolonged illness, or unemployment has depleted asseo and forced
indebtedneu: ar>d educational indebtedness or parena or other family members,
except the siudem. Enter student's educational indebtedness in item 73. Donor Include
any other type of debt ouoeandlng.
ITEM 38. Enter appropriate imormation for father or stepfather.
ITEM 38. Enter appropriate information for mother or stepmother.
ITEM 48. Indicate parena' current marital satus. Check only one box.
niM 41. Indicate whether the 1978 U.S. income tax return figures provided in Items
17*19. 23*27. and 42 are i1) from a completed return, t2> estimated, or (31 parents will
not file a 1978 U.S. income tax return.
Notes If parents file a U.S. income tax reusm. the amounts reported on this form
should be the same as reported in the corresponding items of parents' return. Parents
may be required to provide a copy of their return (and other documentation! before
financial aid is awarded.
ITCM 4X Enter the number of exemptions reported on line 7 of parents' 1978 U.S.
income tax form 1040. or line 8 of form 104<M. if parents did not and will not file a 1978
return, enter aero.
nriM 43. Enter the total number of persons for whom parents wfH provide more than
one4taJf support between iuly 1, 1979. and lune 30. 1980. Include the student if a
member of parertts' housebofd. parents, and parents' dependem children. Indude
other persons only if thev now live with and receive more than one4iaif their support
from the parents. Do not leave blank and do not enter zero. List children and other
dependents in Item 47.
rrCM 44. indicate whether student Is induded in number reported in item 43.
rrtM 4S. Enter the appropriate number of persons reported in Item 43 who will be
enrolled in a college, university, vocational or technical school, or other education
bevond hi^ school, on tt least a haif*time basts, dunng the 1979-80 academic year, if
parents are induded in this item, provide m (tern 80 the same educational information
as required for children and other dependents in Item 47.
rrCM 44. Indicate whether student is induded in number reported in Item 45.
ITEM 47. Enter appropriate information for student and all children and other depen¬
dents induded in the number entered in Item 43. Do not list parents.
rriM 44. If student's parents are separated or divorced, enter appropnate information
regarding the other parent.
AR students should complete aR ftetna. Oo not leave items blank. Enter zero where
appropnate.
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Enter total amounts according to the column headings. Whenever an individual entry
is from more than one source, itemize and give dollar amounts in item 80. The lltS
rererences on the PAf are for the 1978 U.S. income tax return, for summer 1979 and
academic vear 1979-80. provide best estimates.
If student is married. Items 51-82 appiv to both student and student's spouse, if
student is separated or dtvorcad, provide only that information which applies to the
student.
In compiedng Hems 4^52 and 57-84. if student is marned and student and spouse
file separate U.S. income tax returns, add the figures from both reoims vsd report the
total.
tTEM 44. Enter the amount of student's wages, salaries, tips, and other compunsation
tamed (or to be earned) by student, for 1978. inciude amounts for student reported
on lines 8.13. and i9of 19^ U.S. income tax form 1040, or Une 7of form 104QA. Also
mdude income from employment which student was not required to reoort on a U.S.
income tax return. Oo not inciuoe any irteome received as a result of tmpmyment
provided bv student aid programs.
ITEM 54. Enter the amount of spouse's wages, salaries, tips, and other compensation
earned <or to be earned) bv student's spouse, for 1978. include amounts for soouse
reported on lines 8,13 and 19 of 1978 U.S. income tax form 1040. or line 7 of form
52 •
1040A. Also include income from employment which student's spouse was not re¬
quired to report on a U.S. income tax return. Oo not include any income received as a
result of employment provided by student aid programs.
ITEM . Enter all other taxable income, including "interest income" (line 9 of student's
U.5. income tax form 1040, or line 8 of form 1040A); "dividends" (line 10c of fomi 1040.
or line 9c of form l04i3A); and income other than wages, interest, and dividends (lines 11,
12,1^18. and 20 of form 1040). Itemize and give dollar amounts in Item 80.
ITEM SZ. Enter the amount of "adfuited gross income" reported on line 31 of student's
1978 U.S. income tax form 1040, or line 10 of form 104QA. if student land spouse) will
not file a 1978 U.S. irtcome tax return, be certain to include in tNs item student's (and
spouse's) employment earnings, interest, dividends and any other income received in
1978 that would normallv be subject to tax. Oo not include any income received as a
result of employment provided by student aid programs. Oo not include any amount
reported In Item 53 or Items 83-88.
ITEM . Enter all nontaxable income and benefits received by studem (and spouse)
except soefaf securrfy beneria or veterans educaefonef beneries reported in items 83-88.
Include:
• Veterans benefits, except educationei benefits reported in Items 8588.
• Child support for student's children, student's weitere benefits, and unemployment
compensadon,
• Any other tneome which is not subjea income tax, such as interest on tax-free
bonds: untaxed portions of pensions and capital gains: and iraiiary, clergy, and other
subsisfence and housing ailowences.
Do not indude:
• Amounts received from student aid programs (educational loans, work-study earn¬
ings. grants, or scholarshipt).
• Sodal security benefits.
• Veterans educational benefits (C) Bill or War Orphans' and Widows' Educational
Assistance).
• "Adjustments to ir>com«" reported on student's 1978 U.S. income tax form 1040.
lines 28 and 30.
• Any income reported in Items 4^52.
ITEM S4. Enter the total amount of assistance estimated to be available from student's
parents, induding cash, gifts, and expenses paid by student's parents isuch as food,
ciothiryg, and insurance). Do not indude welfare benefits or child support received bv
parents ror the student.
fTEM SS. Emer the total amount of assistance estimated to be available from spouse's
parents, induding cash, gifts, and expertscs paid by spouse's parents tsuch as food,
doihing. and insurance).
ITEM 0. Enter the total amount of grants, scholarships, educational loans, and
earrtlngs from student employment, induding work-smdy. which has eaueily been
awarded. Oo nor indude any student aid for which you are now applying.
ITEM 57. Enter U.S. income tax paid as reported on line 47 of student's (and spouse's)
1978 U.S. irsceme tax form 1040. or line 13 of form 1040A. Oo not copy from a W-2
form tax withheld. If student land spouse) wHI not fite a 1978 U.S. inemne tax return,
emer zero.
ITEM S4> If student itemizes deductions on tfse 1978 U.S. income tax return, enter the
amount of "total deductions'* reported on tine 39 of Schedule A, form 1040* if
student does not itemize, enter a zero.
ITEM . if student itemizes deductions on the 1978 U.S. income tax return, enter
the toWai medldne, drugs, and other medical and dental expenses reponed on lines
2 and 6 of Schedule A. form 1040. If student takes a standard deduction or will not file
a 1978 return, enter the amount of medical and dental expenses for student's house¬
hold paid in 1978 which were not covered by insurance. Oo not indudc the cost of
medl^ and dental insurance premiums.
ITEM 0. If student itemizes deductions on the 1978 U.S. income tax return, emer
the amount of casualty or theft iossies) reported on line 29 of Schedule A. form 1040. if
studem takes a standard deduction or will not file a 1978 return, determine the amount
of eadt loss not covered by insurance, due to theft or dama^ by fire, storm, or
aeddent. Subtract 5100 from the arnoum of each loss: add the net amounts of eadi of
the losses and enter the total.
ITEM 41. Emer the amount of elementary, junior high, and senior high school tuition
and fees that student paid in 1978 for dependent children induded in item 75. Oo not
report any amounts which were paid by scholarships or other forms of student aid.
ITEM . Enter the total amount of expenses for tiousing. food, transportation, child
care, taxes, etc., which are considered extraordinMy. Also indude the total amount of
other unusual expenses such as pavmems for child suoport and alimony, sxpenses
associated widt a handicap, furterals. legal fees, and water, street, and sewer assess¬
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ITEM Q. Emer the amount of sodal security bertefils per month the student (and
spouse) received during calendar year 1978 and expecu to receive between July 1.
1979, and lune 30. 1980.
ITEM 44. Enter the number of months that ber>efita reported in item 83 were received
dunng calendar vear 1978 and are to be received between iutv i, 1979. and june 30.
1980.
33
rrCM •$. En<«r the amount oi veterans educational benefits per month the student
expects to receive between luly 1.1979. and |une 30.1960. Include only amounts that
student (not other members of the student's household) will recewe from the Ci Sill
or War Orphans' and Widows' Education Assistance Program. If you are unsure of
th«M amounts, contact your local Veterans Administration office.
ITEM 6S. Enter the number of months between July 1, 1979, and June 30. 1900. that
bertefiti reported in Item 6S are to be received.
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If student is wanted, items 67.79 apply to both student and student's spouse. If
student is separated or divtMced. provide only that information which applies to the
student.
In cosnpfednf Items 6^71. enter the market value of each asset listed. Market value
is the amount for which the asset could currently be sold. Do not use such valuations
as assessed value, insured value, or taxed vahie. Do not report personal or consumer
debts that are not related to the assets listed. Oo not report parents' asseo.
Do not report any asset or debt more than once.
ITEM Enter the present amount of students cash, savings, and checking accounts.
Do not indude any amoums received throu^ educational lows, grants, or scholarships.
M. Enter the present market value of student's home. Also, enter unpaid
' mStgage principal and related debts on students home.
(JEM Enter the tiKd present market value of students investments (trusts,
stocks, Mnds. and other secunties) and other real estate. Also, enter total debts arwl
unpaid mortgage principal on students investments and other reel estate. Report
business or farm assets and debts only in item 70 or 71.
rTEM 7t» If student o«vns ail or part of a business, enter the present merket value of
business (including land, buildings, machinery, equipment, inventones. etc). Also,
enter the present mortgage and related debts for which the busmess assets are used as
collateral. Oo not include value of home even if pert of business property; reoort
value of home only in item 66. If student is not the sole owner of the business, enter
only the amount of Ms or her share of (he total business market value and debt.
fTEM 71. If studentowns ail or part <rf a farm, enter the present merket value of farm
(including land, buildings, machinery, equipment, anirruls, inventones. etc.). Also,
enter the present mortgage and related debts for which the farm assets are used u
collateral. Oo not induce value of home even if part of farm property; report value of
home only in Item 66. If student is not the sole owner of the farm, enter only the
amount of his or her share of the total farm market value and debt.
ITEM 73. Enter the present amount of student's consumer indebtedness (such as debts
for purchase or automobiles, appliances, and other consumer durables: and retail
store and bank charge accounts).
ITEM . Oo not indude any exoenses already entered in Items 57-62 or any debt
entered in Items 66-72. Indudo only debt outstanding from 1977 or before, tndude
sudi past debts as medical and dental expenses: remaining business indebtedness if
business dissolved; funeral expenses; le^ fees: unrelmbuned |Ob-related moving
expenses; natural disasters not covered by insurance; liens; and living expenses if
business faiiure, prolonged iHness, or unemployment has depleted assets and forced
indebtedrtess: and educaiionai indebtedness of student or other family members. Do
not indudo any other type of debt outstanding.
fTSM 74A. indicate whether the 1975 U.S. income tax return figures provided in items
^$2.57-60. and 749 are <1) from a compiewd return, (2) estimated, or (3) student wi(l
not file a 1978 U.S. income tax return.
Note: If student files a U.S. income tax return, (he amounts reported on this form
should be (he same as reported in (he corresoonding items of studenfs return. Stu¬
dent may be required to provide a copy of the return (and other documentation)
before financial aid is awarded.
ITEM 749. Enter the number of exemptions reported on line 7 of student's 1978 U.S.
irtcome tax Form 1040, or line 6 of Form lOaOA. if student did not and will not file a 1978
return, enter zero.
ITEM 7S» Enter the total number of persons for whom the student (and/or student's
spouse) will provide more than on^alf support between luly 1,1979, and June 30,
1900. Indude the student, student's spouse artd deoendent children. Include other
persons only if they rnwv live with and receive more than one-half their support from
(he student, if student plans to marrv, do not include future spouse in this item. Oo
not leave blank and do not enter zero. List spouse, children, and other dependents in
Item 79.
ITEM 78. Enter the aooropriatt number of persons (induding the student) reported in
Item 75 who will be enrolled in a college, university. vocaOonai or technical school, or
other education beyond high senooi. on at least a half-time basis, dunng the 1979-60
academic year.
ITEM 77. Enter the appropriate inhsrmation for the student.
ITEM 78. Enter the appropriate information for the student's spouse.
ITEM 79. Enter appropriate information for spouse, dependent children, and other
dependents included in the number entered in Item 75. Oo not list the student.
ITEM 88. Explain all drded items and any unusual drcumstancei. If more space is
needed, attach additional sheets of paper.
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ITEM 81. If you are applying for finandal aid administered bv institutions, states, and
other programs and want them to receive copies of this FAF. enter their complete
names, addresses, and CSS code numbers unless otherwise instructed. (Some states
have special editions of the FAf.) Obtain code numbers from the CSS Code Usl If you
are unable to obtain a code number, leave the CSS code number box blank.
Oo not enter the BEOC Program in this item. If you are applying ONLV to the EEOC
Program, leave this item and Item 62 blank and complete Items 53 and 84.
ITEM tL Check the box next to the number of institutions and pro^oms entered in
Item 61. Also, if you wish to receive a report of your CSS Estimated Contribution,
check the appropriate bM. Be certain to enclose a dieck or money order for the
appropriate amount when you mail the FAF to the CSS.
ITEM O. The FAF may be used to apply for the 9EOC Program. IfKiicate whether you
authorize the CSS lb release information from the FAF to the Program. There ;s no
charge for applying to the BEOC Program. If you authorize this release, you may list
your first two institutional choices, so that the Program can notify these institutions of
your BEOC status. Enter complete names, addresses, and CSS code numbers of irr-
stitutions. Obtain code numbers from the CSS Code List. If you are unable to obtain a
code number, leave the CSS code number box blank.
ITEM 84. Indicate whether you authorize the BEOC Program to release aoprophate
information from the FAF (including any nmv information or corrections for the 197%
80 academic year) to the agency administering financtai aid programs in your state of
legat residence for the purpose of calculating state awards, vehf^ng data provided on
state studenf aid appkeatiens, and conducting researdi.
(Note: ^iure to provide this authonzation will have no effect on your consideration
for a BEOC award, but may result in a deley of aid from your state.)
All persons providing information on the FAF should sign the Certification ano Au¬
thorization section. This form must be signed by the stuttent, the student's spouse (if
married) and. if paremei information is provided, at least one of students parents.
Signatures m this item confirm that aH information entered on this form is correct and
that those signing agree to provide any documents requested to verify the information
provided. D^mentanon may be requested before linanaal aid is awarded. Those
Sluing should retain m their files ail documents (copies ot U.S. income tax returns,
etc.) used to complete the form.
Enter tire date the FAF is completed. Also enter the telephone number where the
student mav be reached in the event institutions or programs receiving the FAF need
obtain additional information or danfication.
To assist in the demmination of financial need, it is presumed that those signing the
Certification and Authorization section authonze the recipients of the FAF to discuss
information contained on the form witii the student.
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-CSS CODE LIST-
'niii eotft list wi sssiit you in compMng stim II snd 83 of ttit finsneiai Aid Foim (FAA.
Men but /wc al lOsnuBons snO programs listM Oeiow um mo fAf. Insatuaont art ititM
stoMlMOcaitv vMfm ow aani n wfwh iNv m lecatM. If s sate has one or mer« stm schoiMtiio
prograim. they sn pnnml a no Doginnng of Jtm mn's iisanq n boM typa.
A dash M to (fit Mt of an raatunoft indcras iMc it« • campus or brancfi of a colapa or
urwofsity systant <*
If tna name of an insiiutian or pfopram you kit on tfia FAF dost not aoptar in mt coda lift, ba
caftan ts aniar n eomeiata nama ana aodrasa. but taava tfw CSS coda numdar box biai*.
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Have yoo compleled iIk College Scholarship Service address on the fronf of the envelope and entered your return address?
TO AVOID DELAY IN PROCESSING YOUR FAf —
1. Be sure you entered your social security
number and dale of birth in Items 2 and 3.
2. If yoo are applying to the Basic Grant Program,
be sure you have checked "Yes" to Hem 83.
3. Be sure the Cerlificalion and Authorization section
is sigired by all persons compleling the FAF.
4. Be sure all other portions of the FAF are
completed as requested.


















223 Chestnut St., S.W.
Atlanta. Georgia 30314
(4<H) 681-0251
APPUCATION DEADLlMEt APRU. 1
FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION
Thta applieation and qneationnaire must be returned to the Financial Aid Office. All applicants must file a
Need Analysis form in order to be considered for the types of aid indicated by the * below.
I understand that I shall be considered only for the type(s) of aid indicated by (X) below.
I am applying for financial aid for the First Second ., Summer SemesterisJ of the 19 -19 Academic
Year (indicate by (Xi applicable semester!s)).
Scholarship Fellowship ,,, Assistantship - Grant Stipend Work-Aid offered by the School or
Department in which I will be enrolled. (Co-ordinated by the Financial Aid Office)
*College Work-Study Program (Administered by the Financial Aid Office)
— _*N«tton«l Direct Student Loan (Administered by the Financial Aid Office)
*Guaranteed Student Loan (Co-ordinated by the Financial Aid Office)
——•Federally Insured Student Loan (Co-ordinated by the Financial Aid Office)






























Address while attending Atlanta University
(Number and Street) (City)




MARITAL STATUS Singie Married Divorced Widowed Separated
NUMBER OF CHILDREN Ages
CITIZENSHIP United States Permanent Resident of U,S Visa Type Number
61
62
10. MILITARY STATUS Subject to Draft Deferred Veteran Other
n. PHYSICAL CONDITION Excellent Average Poor Height Weight
Have you ever experienced any serious illness(es) or have you any physical handicaps? Yes No If so. describe
12. DO YOU OWN OR HAVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF AN AUTOMOBILE?
Yes No Year Make and Model Unpaid Balance S
Monthly Payments $ Do you have access to an automobile? Yes No
13. Name and address of person excluding parents or spouse knowledgeable of your address at all times:
n. EDUCATIONAL DATA
Dates of Diploma and1.High Schools) andCollegefs) Address Attendance Degree
2. In which School do you plan to enroll? Arts and Sciences Business Administration
Education Library Service Social Work
3. How many hours will you carry? 1st 2nd 3td Semesterfs)
4. What is your major field of study?
What is your proposed occupation, profession, or career objective?
III. FINANCIAL STATUS
A. Expeneee and Income of Applicant for the period indicated on Application
1. Estimated Expenses 2. Estimated Income
a. Tuition and Fees S
b. Room
c. Rent/Utilities (per mo.S )
d. Board (per mo,/sem.$ )
e. Books and Supplies
f. Personal Items
g. Transportation
h. Child Care (per mo, $ )
i. Medical Expenses (Itemize)
j. Other (Specify)
k. Total Estimated Expenses S
a. Personal Savings
b. Vacation Earnings
c. Earnings while Enrolled
(Excluding Work-Study)
d. Aid from Parents $
Spouse $ Other Relatives S_
Guardian $ Other $
e. Veteran Benefits (per mo.S )

















o. Total Estimated Income
S_
No If yes, describe
3. Difference in total of lines 1 and 2
4. Have you received any other financial assistance for this academic year? Yes
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B. Financial Resources of Family1.Name of Father or Guardian Age
Address
Telephone . / _____ Occupation
Area Code number
Employer and Address
Gross Annual Income S
Number of Dependents Names and Ages
2. Name of Mother or Guardian Age
Address
Telephone _ _-J Occupation
Area Code number
Employer and Address
Gross Annual Income S
Number of Dependents Names and Ages
3. Did your parents claim you as a dependent for income tax purposes last year? Yes No
Will they claim you for the current year? Yes No
How much will your parents contribute to your education while matriculating at Atlanta University? Monthly $.
Annually $
4. Name of Spouse Age
Address
Telephone . _ ./ , OccupationArea Code number
Employer and Address
Gross Annual Income $
Number of Dependents Names and Ages
5. Applicants' Present Employer and Address
Full-time Part-time Gross Annual Income S
Number of Dependents Names and Ages
Do you plan to continue your employment while in school? Yes No Working Hours
Salary Explain
6. Other Resources
Total Checking and Investments Real Estate Taxable Income












Joint Return7.Describe below any pertinent information concerning financial assets and liabilities of you and your family which will assist
us in assessing your financial need.
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C. List all Aid Previously Received from All Sources While Attending Undergraduate and/or Graduate School











Do you expect to apply for additional National Direct Loans to complete your study? Yes No
Have you received assistance under any other program established by the National Defense Education Act of 1958? Yes
No If yes, explain
1. Which of the following forms was filed for the academic year in which aid is requested? Financial Aid Form (FAF)
American College Testing f ACTl GAPSFAS
Amount Date











May your former employerfs) be contacted for references? Yes No if no, explain
2. Indicate types of work desired in order of preference
( ) Typist
( ) Clerical Worker
( ) Bookkeeper
( ) Copy/Mimeograph Operator
{ ) Computer Operation
Other, describe
( ) Mail Clerk
( ) Laboratory Assistant
( ) Library Assistant
( ) Food Service
( ) Tutor
Training, experience, and special skills
V. APPLICANT'S CERTIFICATION
1 hereby certify that the information on this application is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and that I will use
any aid granted for no other purpose than for necessary expenses of my education. I agree to notify the Financial Aid Office of
any assistance I receive that I have not indicated on this application.
1 agree to submit any additional verbal information, document or affidavit which may be requested to support my request for
financial aid.
Signature of Applicant Date'
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VI. PARENTS' CERTIFICATION AND AUTHORIZATION
(For Applicants under 21 years of age)
I/We hereby certify that the information on this application is true and complete to the best of my/our knowledge and hereby
state that
Name of Applicant
with my/our knowledge and consent is applying for financial assistance from Atlanta University in the sum of S for
the period covered by this application.
Signature of Parents/Guardians (LS)
(LS) .
Date
DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
1. School or Department Aid
Type Source









Dean. School of2.College Work-Study Program
Approved On Campus Off Campus
1st Semester ______ 2nd Semester 3rd Semester
Earnings from to TOTAL S.
Assignment Supervisor
Disapproved Reason,
, Director, Student Financial Aid
(Date) Signature3.National Direct Student Loan
Approved 1st Semester 2nd Semester 3rd Semester
TOTAL S
Disapproved ReasonA. Unsatisfactory Academic ProgressBLack of Adequate and Available Funds
C. Student’s Need for Loan Not Effectively Established
D Other







































Director, Student Financial Aid
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ADMITS
STUDENTS OF ANY RACE, COLOR,
NATIONAL AND ETHNIC ORIGIN,
AND SEX.
APPENDIX C




STUDENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE 223 Chestnut StreSC,..S
Dear Applicant:
This questionnaire must be answered completely and returned to the
Student Financial Aid Office before your application for financial
assistance administered by the Student Financial Aid Office will be processed.
1. Have you during the preceding calendar year been claimed as an exemption for
Federal Income Tax purposes by either parent or any other person
(except spouse) acting In loco parentis?
Yes No
2. Will you be claimed as an exemption for Federal Income Tax purposes by either
parent or any other person (except spouse) acting In loco parentis for the
calendar year In which aid Is requested?
Yes No
3. Have you during the preceding calendar year resided with parents or any other
person acting In loco parentis?
Yes No
4. Will you reside with parents or any other person acting In loco parentis
during the calendar year In which aid la requested? (Do not check yes If
you will reside during the summer only.)
Yes
_______ No
5. Have you been the recipient of an amount In excess of $600 from one or both
parents or any person acting In loco parentis during the preceding calendar year?
Yes No
6. Will you receive an amount In excess of $600 from one or both parents or any
other person acting In loco parentis for Che calendar year In idilch aid Is
requHet.ed?
Yes No





APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL AID
(GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY)
INDICATE STATUS:
(Check All Thai■ Apply)
G Freshman G Currently Enrolled
G Sophomore G Beginning
G Junior □ Transfer
G Senior G Readmission




APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL AID
RETURN TO:





PERSONAL INFORMATION (Print In Ink or Type)
NOTE TO APPLICANT
Failure to compkce any item will
result in the rejection of this appli¬
cation.






















O Yes Q No
If not. are you a permanent resident of
the United States^ G Yes G No
Do you pay in state fees’
Q Yes Q No
How long have you lived in Georgia?
County in which you reside: -
Date of Expected or First Enrollment








Number Quarters Attended GSU: Cumulative Grade Point Average:
Proposed Occupation or Profession:




Date of High School Graduation:
Dates Attended:
From Degree Received;













/Scrtet, City, State. Zip;
Employed By:
Employer’s Address:








(Street. City. State. Zip)
Spouse: 1 Occupation:
Address:
(Street, City. State. Zip) Age:
Employed By:
Employer’s Address:
(Street. City, Sute. Zip)
Number of Persons Dependent on
Parent/Guardian/Spouse: Age of Each:
FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Do You Now or Will You
Veteran's Benefits?
Receive
D Ym □ No If Ye«. Sfsfe Amntinr R^reivfd Mnnrhtv t
Do You Now or Will You Receive
Social Security Benefits? D Yes G No If Yes, Sute Amount Received Monthly S
Check the Item Which Applies For the Period of This Request:
O Lives with Parents O Lives with Relatives D Lives with Spouse O Maintains Own Residence
List the Amount of Assistance Which You Will Have Available From Each of the Following Sources For the Period of This Request:
(Do Not List Anticipated Aid From Universiiy)
Aid From Parents $
Savings S
Aid From Relatives t
Veteran’s Benefits S
Social Security Benefits t
School Term Employment S





List Make and Year
of All Family Automobiles: Student’s Mo. Payment S.
Report the Gross Family income for Last Calendar Year: * S




STVDHNT FISASCIA L AID REQUEST
in order to be considered for tiiuncial did. YOU must provide ihi foilowing:
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE
* Financial Aid Form * Financial Aid Form
* Student Eligibility Report (returned to you from BEOG) • Georgia State University Application
* Georgia State University Application * Acceptance Letter (if you are not currently enrolled)
* Georgia Incentive Scholarship
* Accepunce Letter (if you are not currently enrolled)
List in order of preference the type of aid desired: Check Period for which you wish to Apply:
(Use 1, 2, 3 Ranking)
□ Scholarship □ Fall, Winter, Spring, 197 _____
Q National Direct Student Loan □ Winter, Spring. 197 -
0 Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
0 College Work Study Program □ Spring, 197
Q Federal/Staee Guaranteed Loan 0 Summer, 197
Q Other (Specify) - -
Amount of Financial Assistance Desired: t
OTHER INFORMATION
Give Two References Who Have Known You and Your Family At Least Three Years:
Name Address (Street, City, State, Zip) Relationship
List Sottfce and Amount of Previous Financial Aid from GSU (Scholarship, CWSP, EOG, NDSL):
Type of Aid Amount Date
List Source and Amount of Finandai Aid from Other Institutions or Agencies:
Type of Aid Amount Institution Date
Are You Now Receiving or Haim You Ever Received a Federal/Sttce Guaranteed Loan? Q Yes O No





I declare that the information reported on this application to the best of my knowledge and belief is true and complete, and I have not
willingly ot knowingly withheld any pertinent informatiMi.
Furthermore, 1 hereby cerd^ that I am in need of financial assisunce to continue my college work.
Comments: — , ■ , , ,
^iputure of Applicant
Date
INSTITUTIONAL USE ONL Y (Do Not Write In This Space)
Admission Application .
Date Accepted/Denied
















- - Quarter GPA
- Overall GPA
Fall





Action By Institution Representative:

















THE MEEDS AHALtSIS FROM COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE 18 REQUIRED FOR COMSIDERATIOH. DATE FAF FILED:
I hnrnby Apply for a ncudAftc Iona undnr Ch« tAran of TltlA It of cHa MationAl Dlroct EduCAClon Act of 1938 in
cHa ABoufit of S to AAAlAt 111 ctw pAyMAt of ay oducAtioDAl AxpAiiAAA. ThU loAA U for thA RUArtorO
or AAMAtArA clrclAd: FALL / WINTER / SPRIMC / SUMMER of AcAdonlc Yonr 19 ^/19 .
gCnCW I. PIRSCNAL PTOPMTON
N«A« (Hr.) (Nr«.) (ntM«) (Na.)
Stwi»nc‘a i..mc Hoi? ((wcludlftt Jf..
Studant'o PlraC Nat Initial
Studant'o Social Srcurltv Huabar Studant*o tmarr ID
Currant
MAiltng









Addraaa Nuabar, Scraac. Apt., F.O. Baa, Routa, Etc.
City Stata Zip Coda
CltlaaBahip Stacua (Indlcata) | j citUaa
Cttlian
If yau ara a non-eltltan. ara you a pamananC raaldanct
Taa M® <Copy of ID raguirad If '*Taa”)
Vataran'a Stacua (tf a Vat., glva V.A. # )
fradaoloant athnie bacAgreoad (aback ana) (OPTXObAL)
ilack Wblta AMrlcaa Indian
Mlapantc Alaakan Aalan/Facirie trlAida
Otbar (aaaelfv)
SCnCN II. OUCAnOMAL 0(PER1ZNCZ
Wat af Cal)uK« or Univ. pravloualy attondad Oatao
Miac will ba yowr acadante otatua at cNa baglming af cha
qwartar/oaaaacar far wbtch yaw ara applying?
(EnoApla: 3rd. yr. Catlaga; lad. yr* Lawt Etc,)
AAilcipatcd Craduacian Data
Hanth Yaar
sEcnow in. onpR lows
1. Hawo you racai>Bd a pravioua NatlonAl Clract/OofwM
SeudOAC l^T Yoa ( ) No ( )
2. If 'Toa'*, In bhat AROunc 3 gnncad ctvoupdt
(Mam of ColloRA or Uilvartlcy And daet)
AppIlcoAca Stacatnc;
lA eaaa I oa grontad a laan tdar tba MDSL Fragrt,
1 koraby eartify tbac:
1. I AO lA naad af tha lain In ardar ta caacinua sy odocAtlan.
2* I AA AC lAAac A half-tit aCudane aa doflnod by tbo Raglocrar.
3. 1 will uaa cha praeaada af ebn laan far ochtl aapanaaa aaly.
4. I undaratand It la ny abllgatlan ca rrpcrc IN WRITINC tha
taunt td oaurco of ty ond all flnaaclAl aid I rocalwo.
5. X karoby aeknawladga thK tba InfartClan oubnltcad harawitli
lA trua and cerraet and t fully undnratand ay abllgaClan la-






Ail informstlon contained in diia appiieatton will ba traatad aa eonffdantlal.
To be considered for financial aid. this application and the
College Scholarship Service Financial Aid Form must be in
the Emory Financial Aid Office no later than April IS. High
school seniors should obtain the Financial Aid Form from
their college counselor, complete it and mail it to the
College Scholarship Service no later than March 1.
Applicants should be sure to indicate on the form that
Emory is to receive a copy of the analysis done by the
College Scholarship Service. If your financial situation
needs any further explanation or elaboration, we would
appreciate your using the back of this form. No
consideration can be given to incomplete applications.
Last name First Middle Oete ol birth
Permer>8nt address
Temporary address il different
Name and location of high school
Approximate date of graduation
Applying as a □ High school student □ Transfer student
Oo you intend to live on campus? □ Yes D No
Predominenf ethnic background This information is voluntary and refusal to provide it will not subject you to any
adverse treatment It will be kept confidential and will be used only in accordance with Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act
□ American Indian or Alaskan Native □ Asian or Pacific Islander
□ Black/Non^Hlspanlc □ Hispanic
□ White/Non-Hispanic □ Other/specify
Did your father attend college? □ Yes □ No
If Yes. where and how long?
Old your mother attend college? □ Yes □ No
If Yes, where and how long?
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Is either parent a United Methodist minister? Q Yes □ No
Is either parent a full*time faculty or staff member at Emory? □ Yes □ No
Religious preference/optionai
Oo you plan to attend a professional or special school after graduation from college? □ Yes □ No
If Yes. what kind of school?
What vocation?
List student activities, in order of preference, in which you participated in high school or prior colleges
Have you received any special recognition tor these activities? □ Yes □ No
If Yes. what?
Explain what community and church activities you have participated in
Have you attended any college? □ Yes u No
If Yes. where?
Did you apply for or receive financial aid. including loans, from this college or any other source? □ Yes □ No
A financial aid transcript from former college is required.
Are you currently in competition in any scholarship program, such as a National Merit, etc.? G Yes □ No
If Yes, what?
Give any additional information, such as achievements, honors or unusual family circumstances, that might affect your








INSTRUCTIONS: A tln»ncltl Aid tpplletnl mho hog prgrioug/r gttgndod gitothw peguoeoodory tehool. oottf, or unhitrgtly mugi gubmh ihd
ftngneiti Aid Trgngetipt to doeumoot nngneigt gid toeghnd gt Iho prmrtoug gcheol. TD* gppUegM ghouU eompimg Soelloh A grd fermgtd Iho toem
10 Iho StydthI fingneigi Aid Ottieo gt thg prmtioug gohool. A ggporotg trghgorlpl mugl bo eomolotgd hr gmeh gehoot ptorleug// gitondod.
SCCTIOM A: To bo eofltpioMd by bio Mudonl
Ual Rm
I iHlhoTtM nio SludoiM nnonelol AM Offleo ol
•nondod bom to .










1327 Clifton Road, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30322
AoM boro tor uoo to grtndem onvotopo
SECTION B: To be eomptotod by tbo Staidant Financial AM Offleo at tba provlotia aebool and ralumod to tha Inatitutlon addraaaad abova
□ Tbo itudont foeatood no flnaneial aM bom tbla wbool.
□ Net allgiMb □ OM net apply □ Funda not avaUablo □ Othar (axplaln)
□ Tbo aludani focalvod tbo toUowIng aM:










Otfwr AM OMMf IMM LM», Wnwiin,
mt/m Pmimmmm 9mm
Tbo atudont waa avaluatad la □ dapandant □ IndapondanI □ unmantad □ marriad
□ Tbo abidani roeolvad banallla ar aaalatanoa bom tha tolloaring aoureaa ki hla/har Mat tana at thM achool:
a O-l- Bill a VA. a social Saeumy □ Walfara □ VoeaUonal Wahabllltatteo □ Other (Montity)





1. What type of financial aid is administered by your
office?
2. What are the application forms used by your office?
3. What is the application procedure in your office for
administering financial aid to graduate students?
4. How many financial aid applications did your office
process for the academic year 1978-1979?
5. What percentage of the student body is presently re¬
ceiving financial aid assistance?
6. How many full-time staff members are employed within
your office?
7. How many part-time staff members are employed within
your office?
8. How does the Office of Student Financial Aid work with




FINANCIAL AID REFERENCES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS
Appendix G
FINANCIAL AID REFERENCES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS*
1. "Directory of Fellowships," Danforth Foundation LB2338,
D3.
2. "’Educational Opportunities and Financial Aid in the
University System of Georgia," Regents of the Uni¬
versity System of Georgia.
3. Fellowships in the Arts and Sciences, American Council
on Education LB2338, A86.
4. Financial Aids for Graduate Students, Colleges Oppor-
tunities Unlimited LB2338.
5. Georgia Counselor's Guide to Financial Aid Information,
Sullivan and Hammock LB2338, G4.
6. "Guide to Grants, Loans, and Other Types of Government
Assistance Available to Students and Educational
Institutions," Public Affairs Press LB2338, G8.
7. Scholarships, Fellowships and Loans, Vol. 2, 3, 4, and
5, Feingold LB2338, F4.
8. Scholarships, Fellowships, Loans, Grants-in-Aid for
School Librarianship, American Association of School
Libraries LB2338, A45.
9. The Federal Government and Higher Education, Committee
Print LB2338, A5265.
10. "Woodrow Wilson Fellows 1945-67"; Woodrow Wilson Na¬
tional Fellowships Foundation LB2338, W58.
11. "World Wide Graduate Award Directory," Vol. II, The
Advancement and Placement Institute LB2338, W6.
♦References were selected from Pullen's Library at Georgia
State University.
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